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Abstract: An in-wheel motor electric vehicle has high unsprung mass because of its in-wheel motor, which decreases 
vehicle ride comfort and vehicle safety. This paper presents a controllable suspension employing an optimal design hybrid 
damping control strategy based on ideal skyhook and groundhook as a reference. A sliding mode controller is designed to 
make the plant track the ideal reference model. The exponent reaching law based on fraction order calculus is used to 
improve the dynamic quality of the sliding mode motion. Moreover, a dynamics model of in-wheel motor electric vehicle 
suspension is established in Adams. The joint simulation of Adams and Matlab prove that the designed controller can 
reduce tire dynamic load effectively, maintain better ride comfort, and suppress vibration better than the integer order 
exponential reaching law. Furthermore, the proposed controller has better composite performance than the general hybrid 
damping control strategy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 An in-wheel motor electric vehicle can achieve four-
wheel independent torque or speed control with good 
dynamics control and high utilization rate of space, 
effectively reducing the height of the center of the body to 
improve the security and stability of the vehicle. The in-
wheel motor electric vehicle also has a flexible drive form, 
but it does not obtain market sales. An important constraint 
factor is its in-wheel motor, which brings with it an 
additional unsprung mass, aside from an immature motor 
and control technology. The in-wheel motor placed inside 
the wheel rim causes the unsprung mass to increase 
significantly, directly affecting the ground contact of the tire, 
road friendliness, and vehicle ride comfort [1-3]. 
 Hredzak designed a disc-type motor [1] that transforms 
the stator into a sprung mass while the rotor drives the 
wheels through a long half-shaft. This motor has high power 
density, fast response, and small moment of inertia, and it 
has significant performance improvement in vehicle vertical 
vibration. However, the motor rotor and stator are easy to 
misplace, and this misplacement leads to magnetic field 
changes; therefore, it is difficult to design. Literature [4] 
transformed an unsprung mass into a sprung mass by using a 
special motor, thus reducing the negative influences caused 
by the unsprung mass. Bridgestone Corporation developed 
an in-wheel motor drive system with a dynamic vibration 
absorber outer rotor, which controls the negative influences  
 

on the vertical vibration caused by the unsprung mass by 
building an absorber utilizing motor mass [5]. In [6], a 
similar method was adopted for further study. After the 
analysis of the dynamics for the suspension system, the 
motor was used as a mass–damper system to reduce the 
unsprung mass. Literature [7, 8] transformed the mass of the 
motor stator into a sprung mass by designing a special plane 
motor. In [9, 10], a direct drive system was designed and 
analyzed by using the advantages of the axial flux motor, 
such as high torque density, high power density, and no 
cogging effect. Mellor [11] sought ways to improve the 
vertical vehicle performance by integrating designs for the 
in-wheel motor, wheel rim, wheel hub, and other parts. 
Based on LQG optimal control theory and preview control 
methods between two axles, Ning [12] found ways to reduce 
the dynamic loads of the wheels for the non-steering-wheel 
double wishbone-torsion bar spring suspension system. 
 Reducing the vertical vibration negative influences 
induced by a high unsprung mass by improving the design of 
the in-wheel motors structure can be effective, but it has the 
disadvantages of having a too complex structure and a too 
large mass. An important research direction for developing a 
suspension system is to develop a suitable control strategy 
for a controllable suspension system for the in-wheel motor 
electric vehicle. 
 This paper presents a controllable suspension employing 
an optimally designed hybrid damping control strategy based 
on ideal skyhook and groundhook as a reference model to 
achieve a balance between comfort and safety. A sliding 
mode controller is designed to make the plant track the ideal 
reference model. The exponent reaching law based on 
fraction order calculus is used to improve the dynamic 
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quality of the sliding mode motion. The designed strategy 
uses magneto-rheological dampers as the actuator of a semi-
active suspension system. The proposed control strategy 
aims to improve the ground contact of the tire and the 
comfort of an in-wheel motor electric vehicle. 

2. MODELING OF A QUARTER-CAR WITH SEMI-
ACTIVE SUSPENSIONS 

2.1. Semi-Active Suspension Mathematical Model 

 This paper intends to reduce the tire dynamic load and 
maintain better ride comfort by designing a suitable control 
strategy for a controllable semi-active suspension system. 
Therefore, the internal structure of the in-wheel motor is not 
considered. The quarter-car two-degrees-of-freedom semi-
active suspension model is shown in Fig. (1). 
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Fig. (1). Quarter-car semi-active suspension model. 

 According to Newton's second law, the semi-active 
suspension differential equation of motion can be written as: 

 

msxs + ks xs − xu( ) + cs xs − xu( ) + fd = 0

muxu − ks xs − xu( )− cs xs − xu( ) + kt xu − xt( )− fd = 0

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
  (1) 

where ks is the suspension stiffness, kt is the tire stiffness, cs
is the fixed damping, xt is the vertical displacement of the 
ground (road input), xs is the vertical displacement of the 
sprung mass, xu is the vertical displacement of the unsprung 
mass, and fd is the control force. 

 The state variables
 
xp1 = x s−xu ,  xp2 = xs , xp3 = xu − xt ,

 xp4 = xu are selected. Equation (1) is rewritten as the 
following state equation: 

 
Xp = ApXp + Bp1 fd + Bp2 xt = ApXp + Bpup   (2) 
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 2.2. Semi-Active Suspension Multi-Body Model 

 The simplified model of the quarter-car in-wheel motor 
electric vehicle suspension is established in Adams/View. 
The following assumptions are made [13]: 
(1) All parts are considered to be rigid, the kinematic pair 

is a rigid connection, and the internal clearance is 
negligible. 

(2) A component that simulates the excitation caused by 
an uneven ground, which is directly in contact with 
the tire and connected with the ground via the 
prismatic pair. It can move up and down vertically. 

(3) The sprung mass and the unsprung mass can only 
move up and down vertically relative to the ground. 

 The simplified model of the suspension is shown in Fig. 
(2). The input and output variables are defined in Adams, 
which is the interface for data transferring with a control 
system designed in Matlab. The input variable in Adams is 
the control force applied to the body, and the output 
variables are body acceleration, wheel acceleration, 
suspension deflection, and wheel deflection. The required 
intermediate files are generated through the Adams/Control 
module. 

 
Fig. (2). Quarter-car multi-body model. 
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Fig. (3). Reference model with ideal hybrid control. 
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3. MODEL REFERENCE FRACTIONAL ORDER 
SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER (FOSMC) DESIGN 

 The model reference fractional order sliding mode 
controller is used to reduce the tire dynamic load of the in-
wheel motor electric vehicle while maintaining vehicle ride 
comfort. An ideal skyhook and groundhook controllable 
suspension with optimal design damping for a quarter-car is 
used as the reference model. As shown in Fig. (3), the 
dynamic equations of the reference model can be obtained as 

 

msxsr + ks xsr − xur( ) + cs xsr − xur( ) + csh xsr = 0
muxur − ks xsr − xur( )− cs xsr − xur( ) + kt xur − xt( ) + cg xur = 0

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
 (3) 

 The state variables xr1 = xsr − xur ,  xr2 = xsr , xr3 = xur − xt

,  xr4 = xur are selected. Equation (3) is rewritten as the 
following state equation: 

 
Xr = ArXr + Brur   (4) 

where, 
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 Br = [0 0 −1 0 ′] ,ur = xt  

 Assume that the plant in Fig. (1) can track the reference 
model in Fig. (3), and design the control forces to make the 
tracking error e=Xr-Xp meet 

(1)  lim
t→0

e(t) = 0  

(2)  e(t)  has good dynamic quality 

 If rank Bp , Ar − Ap( ){ } = rank Bp ,Br( )  = rank Bp( ) , the 

tracking error meets the trace condition. The switching 
surface function can be set s=Ce. 

 
s = Ce = C Are+ Ar − Ap( )Xp + Brur − Bpup⎡⎣ ⎤⎦   (5) 

 The coefficient matrix C of the switching surface 
function can be obtained by using pole placement method. 
Therefore, we obtain the switching surface s=Ce. The 
equivalent control rate is 

fdeq = CBp1( )-1C Are+ Ar − Ap( )Xp⎡⎣ ⎤⎦   (6) 

 To improve the dynamic quality of the sliding mode 
motion, the exponential reaching law with fraction order 
calculus was used in [14]. It is similar to the one proposed by 
Gao [15]: 

Dα s = −ks − ε sgn s( ), 0 <α <1, ε > 0,k > 0   (7) 

 The 1−α  order derivative is 

 
s = D1−αDα s = D1−α −ks − ε sgn s( )( )   (8) 

then 
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⎣
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 In summary, the control force of the semi-active 
suspension is 
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 When the fractional order exponent reaching law is 
calculated, the fractional order calculus proposed by 
Grünwald [16] is adopted: 

c Dx
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def
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h
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j
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where [⋅] is the integer part of the value. The numerical 
calculation expression of the fractional derivative can be 
derived from the definition provided by Grünwald: 

[t−L ]Dt
α f (t) ≈ h−α cj

j=0

N

∑ f (t − jh)   (12) 

where L is the memory length, h is the calculation steps, 

N = min{ t
h
, L
h
} , and cj is the quadratic coefficient, which 

can be obtained by the following recursive formula: 

c0 = 0 , cj = 1− 1+α
j

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
cj−1  

 Therefore, the numerical solution of the fractional 
reaching law can be obtained as follows: 

Dα s(tn+1) ≈ h
−α cj

j=0

N

∑ f (tn+1 − jh)

= h−α s(tn+1)+ h
−α cj

j=1

N
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4. SIMULATION CALCULATION AND ANALYSIS 

4.1. Optimal Matching of Suspension Parameters 

 The simulation is carried out with the B grade road 
model as the random input. The road roughness coefficient is
Gq(n0 ) = 64 × 10

−6 m3 , the vehicle speed is V =20m/s, the 
frequency of reference space is n0 = 0.1m

-1 , the sampling 
period is t=0.01s, and the power spectral density (p.s.d.) of 
a band-limited white noise input is 
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 G q( f ) = 4π
2Gq(n0 )n0

2V  
 The magnetorheological damper is used as the actuator of 
the semi-active suspension. The mathematical model using 
the polynomial model [17, 18] is as follows: 

fd = ai
i=0

n

∑ vi , ai = bi + ciI , then fd = (bi + ci
i=0

n

∑ I )vi   (14) 

where fd is the damping force, ai is the coefficient of curve 
fitting, n is the polynomial number, and v is the speed of the 
damper piston. 
 The inverse model of the magneto-rheological damper is 

I =
fd − biv

i

i=0

n

∑

civ
i

i=0

n

∑
  (15) 

 The vehicle parameters are based on reference [19]: 
ms = 400kg , mu = 48kg (Conventional suspension mu = 40kg , 
increased by 20% here), ks = 15800N/m , kt = 158000N/m , and 
cs = 126N ⋅ s/m . To effectively reduce the tire dynamic load 
and maintain better ride comfort, selecting the parameters of 
the reference model is important. An objective function is 
built as follows: 

 
J = 1

N
qxs

2∑ + qi xs − xu( )2∑ + (1− q)xu
2∑⎡

⎣
⎤
⎦   (16) 

where q is the weighting factor, i is the ratio factor, and N is 
the length of the sampling data. 

 According to the methods in document [20], by 
simulation and optimization, the damping coefficient of 
distribution β  is chosen as 0.5, skyhook damping 
Csh = 3500 N ·s /m , groundhook damping Cg = 3000 N ·s /m . 

4.2. Joint Simulation 

 After the semi-active suspension multi-rigid-body model 
is output into Matlab through Adams/Controls, a simulation 
model for the semi-active suspension control system is built 
in combination with the Matlab/Simulink toolbox. Fig. (4) 
shows the simulation model of the model reference sliding 
mode control with fractional order reaching law. For 
comparison, the model reference sliding mode controller 
with an integer order reaching law (IOSMC) is designed. 
The general skyhook and groundhook hybrid controller 
(GHC) for the semi-active suspension is also designed. The 
suspension parameters are the same as those in the model 
reference fractional order sliding mode control, but a switch 
control is used. Moreover, a joint simulation model for 
passive suspension is designed. Passive damping 
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Fig. (4). Joint simulation model of fractional order model reference sliding mode control. 
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cp = 1800N ⋅ s/m . Figs. (5-7) show the power spectral density 
comparison charts of the sprung mass acceleration, 
suspension deflection, and tire deflection for four forms of 
suspension, respectively. 
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Fig. (5). Power spectral density of sprung mass acceleration. 
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Fig. (6). Power spectral density of suspension deflection. 

 Fig. (5) shows the power spectral density comparison of 
the sprung mass acceleration. In the vicinity of the first 
natural frequency, the two controllers using the sliding mode 
control have a more substantial vibration reduction in 
amplitude than the general hybrid control and passive 
suspension. The sliding mode controller with fractional order 
exponential reaching law can suppress vibration better than 
the one with the integer order exponential reaching law. The 
passive suspension has the largest vibration. In the vicinity 
of the second-order natural frequency, three kinds of semi-
active suspension have larger vibration peaks than passive 

suspension. However, the sliding mode control with 
fractional order reaching law has smaller vibrations than the 
one with integer order reaching law and larger vibrations 
than the general hybrid control. 
 The power spectral density curves of suspension 
deflection, as shown in Fig. (6), indicates that it is similar to 
sprung mass acceleration in the vicinity of the first natural 
frequency. The two controllers using the sliding mode 
control have good control effects and a more substantial 
vibration reduction in amplitude than the general hybrid 
control and passive suspension. The vibration peak of the 
fractional order sliding mode control is minimal, and passive 
suspension has the largest vibration. In the vicinity of the 
second-order natural frequency, all vibration peaks are not 
obvious. 
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Fig. (7). Power spectral density of type deflection. 

 The power spectral density curves of the type deflection, 
as shown in Fig. (7), indicates that, in the vicinity of the first 
natural frequency, the semi-active suspension sliding mode 
control with the fractional order reaching law can greatly 
reduce the vibration peak and is better than the one with the 
integer order reaching law. The general hybrid controller has 
less effective control, and passive suspension has the largest 
vibration peak. In the vicinity of the second-order natural 
frequency, the sliding mode control with the fractional order 
reaching law and the control with the integer order reaching 
law both have better vibration inhibition effects. The 
amplitude of the former is larger than the one of the latter. 
Passive suspension has the largest peak. 
 To clearly show the simulation results of various forms 
of suspension, the list of the root mean square values is 
presented as follows: 

Table 1. Comparison table of the root mean square values of each evaluation performance. 
 

Susp. Type Body Acc. (m/s^2) Control Effect  (%). Susp. Def.  (m) Control Effect  (%) Type Def.  (m) Control Effect  (%) 

Passive  0.0955 - 0.0015 - 2.75E-4 - 

GHC 0.0906 -5.13 0.0013 -13.33 2.38E-4 -13.45 

IOSMC 0.0781 -18.25 0.0010 -33.33 2.20E-4 -20.18 

FOSMC 0.0728 -23.77 9.45E-4 -37.0 2.13E-4 -22.55 
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CONCLUSION 

 Through the optimal design of the damping distribution 
ratio β in the optimally designed hybrid damping control 
strategy based on skyhook and groundhook, balance can be 
achieved between comfort and safety. A semi-active 
suspension model reference sliding mode controller with the 
fractional order exponential reaching law is designed 
according to this hybrid control as a reference model. The 
joint simulation of Adams and Matlab proves that the 
proposed controller has comprehensive control effectiveness 
that can reduce the tire dynamic load effectively and 
maintain better ride comfort. The exponent reaching law 
with fraction order calculus can improve the dynamic quality 
of the sliding mode motion. The proposed controller 
suppresses vibration better than the integer order exponential 
reaching law controller and has better performance than the 
general hybrid damping control strategy. 
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